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Photoshopped?

PhotoshopRealReal Photoshop

Real Photoshop Real Real



I swear it’s not photoshopped



Brush and 
aerograph

ECE Seminar



Abraham Lincoln (1860)



Ulysses S. Grant (1864)





 Lenin, Trotsky, Lev Kamenev & Khalatov

If you move, you won’t show up



If you move, you won’t show up

 Stalin & Nikolai Yezhov



Hide and seek



Hide and seek



Hide and seek
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Deepfakes
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Deepfakes






Deepfakes as a service
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https://deepfakesweb.com/
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https://deepfakesweb.com/
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https://deepfakesweb.com/
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Deepfakes through autoencoding [Fakeapp, 2018]
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Source: alanzucconi.com

Training an autoencoder

Using it to generate deepfakes



Deepfakes through landmark mapping
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Why is this a problem?



Fake News
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Reputational damage





Identity theft
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Identity theft
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What are the solutions?
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Semantic forensic analysis



Lighting inconsistencies

Source: Farid08



Shadow inconsistencies
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Source: fourandsix.com Source: fourandsix.com



“The accidental tourist”



Was Kim Jong Il there? (2008)



Specular reflection inconsistencies
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Source: Chua Hock-Chuan. Intro to OpenGL



National Geographic Prize (2008)
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Catchlight inconsistencies



Catchlight inconsistencies



The odd couple









Perspective inconsistencies
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Source: cristophertyler.org“Jesus Before the Caif”, 
Giotto, 1305. 



Sometimes, you must look down

OK OK
Levitating



Cropping traces



Other semantic inconsistencies
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Metadata forensic analysis



EXIF metadata format

 EXIF: Exchangeable Image Format. 
 Some of the metadata are added by the camera, some by the photographer 

and some by the photo editing software. 
 Date and time.
 Camera parameters: orientation, aperture, focal distance, etc. 
 Thumbnail.
 Processing software.  







Very small versions of the original image which enable faster organization and 
viewing

And also to uncover some editing:

Fuente Imagen: https://farm5.staticflickr.com/4402/36804607532_af1ab5fa62_o.jpg
Publicado en: https://blog.ampedsoftware.com/2019/05/14/better-to-take-a-look-than-to-overlook-image-thumbnails-may-contain-hidden-information-authenticate-helps-you-find-out
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https://farm5.staticflickr.com/4402/36804607532_af1ab5fa62_o.jpg
https://blog.ampedsoftware.com/2019/05/14/better-to-take-a-look-than-to-overlook-image-thumbnails-may-contain-hidden-information-authenticate-helps-you-find-out
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Structural forensic analysis
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Camera identification



Capturing device identification

 Practically all sensors (CMOS, CCD, etc.) contain an intrinsic noise pattern: 
PRNU (Photo Response Non Uniformity)
 PRNU properties: robustness, stability, universality
 Dark current noise can be also used (but works worse)



PRNU-based camera identification
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PRNU 

Extraction

PRNU

Detection
?

Test image

Suspect camera



PRNU Extraction

Source: https://astrobackyard.com/tutorials/stack-exposures/



PRNU-based image clustering



Matchinger



Matchinger: extraction and detection



Matchinger: clustering
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Forgery detection and localization



Property: 

Value = B

Property: Value = A
Forgery detection



PRNU-based detection

Block-based
analysis

Doctored image

Doctored image coming from a Canon camera       



Detection based on chromatic aberration





Color Filter Array (CFA)



Color Filter Array (CFA)

• Different cameras may have different patterns

Bayer
Diagonal

Bayer Diagonal Stripes Pseudorandom Bayer



Color Filter Array (CFA)

• Different cameras interpolate using different
filters (often, proprietary)
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8 12 12

6 17 18 15
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6 0 18 0
0 5 0 6

10 1 12 0
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Green channel

19 19

To color bands



Resampling traces

Seguridad y Nuevas Tecnologías



Resampling traces



Resampling traces
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Double compression detection: the DCT

Source: Katz&Gentile, EE Times 2003.



DCT: Frequency Distribution

Source: Richard Kelley: the DCT



Compression effects on histogram
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 (2,2) DCT coefficient
 Step size = 10



Example: generation of inconsistencies after edition
Original Image 1 (QF=70) Original Image 2 (QF=80)

Misaligned grids Altered Image (QF=80)

Inconsistencies

DCT Coefficient (1,1). Single compression. QF=70

DCT Coefficient (1,1). Single compression. QF=80

DCT Coefficient (1,1). Double compression. QF1=70, QF2=80

Empty bins (or almost)



Fawrensian



Fawrensian: 3 examples and 2 faces



Fawrensian: example with GIMP



Procedimiento para detectar manipulaciones con una red neuronal
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Park J., Cho D., Ahn W., Lee HK. (2018) Double JPEG Detection in Mixed JPEG Quality Factors Using Deep Convolutional Neural Network. In: Ferrari V., Hebert M., Sminchisescu C., Weiss Y. (eds) Computer Vision 
– ECCV 2018. ECCV 2018. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 11209. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-01228-1_39

Original Manipulada Máscara 
edición

Park et al. Original Manipulada Máscara
edición

Park et al.

Detection with DNNs



Facebook’s Deepfake detection challenge [2020]

 More than 2000 participants.
 Dataset of more than 100,000 videos. 
 More than 35,000 models submitted to the competition.
 82% detection on public dataset; BUT down to 65.18 on black-box (also

wilder) dataset.
 Most top contestants used variants

of the EfficientNet networks, with
data augmentations. 
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Estimation of time of recording
from videos
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ENF-based estimation of time of recording
Variations of ENF (Electric Network Frequency) provide both temporal and 
geographical information. They can be extracted from:

 Any appliance connected to the power network (e.g., microphone)
 Videos recorded indoors, through analysis of variations of luminance



ENF signal characteristics

END signal captured along one day

Tensiunator



ENF 
groundtruth

Video ENF
extraction

Estimated time of 
recording:
- Start: 09/04/2019 

15:26:10
- End: 09/04/2019 

15:31:07

Time of recording estimation through ENF



Vidinger



Vidinger: two examples
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Thanks for your attention!

fperez@gts.uvigo.es
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